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Intro:  |   |   |   |   |

Look through any window, yeah, what do you see?
Smilin' faces all around rushin' through the busy town

(Where do they go) movin' on their way
Walkin' down the high -ways and the by - ways

(Where do they go) movin' on their way
People with their shy ways and their sly ways

A-oh, you can see the little children all a-round
A-oh, you can see the little ladies in their gowns when you

Look through any window, yeah, any time of day
See the drivers on the roads pullin' down their heavy loads
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(Where do they go) movin' on their way

Walkin' down the high -ways and the by - ways

(Where do they go) movin' on their way

People with their shy ways and their sly ways

A-oh, you can see the little children all a-round

A-oh, you can see the little ladies in their gowns when you

Interlude:

Look through any window, yeah, what do you see?

Smilin' faces all around rushin' through the busy town

Movin' on their way, movin' on their way, movin' on their way

Outro:
Intro:  | D | C | D | C |

D   C             G  C   D
  Look through any window, yeah, what do you see?
D   C             G  C   D
  Smilin' faces all around rushin' through the busy town
Em
  (Where do they go) movin' on their way
    G  D            G  D
  Walkin' down the high-ways and the by-ways
Em
  (Where do they go) movin' on their way
    G  D            G  D
  People with their shy ways and their sly ways

A   D             G  A
A-oh, you can see the little children all a-round
A   D             Bm  G   A
A-oh, you can see the little ladies in their gowns when you

D   C             G  C   D
  Look through any window, yeah, any time of day
D   C             G  C   D
  See the drivers on the roads pullin' down their heavy loads
Em
  (Where do they go) movin' on their way
    G  D            G  D
  Walkin' down the high-ways and the by-ways
Em
  (Where do they go) movin' on their way
    G  D            G  D
  People with their shy ways and their sly ways

A   D             G  A
A-oh, you can see the little children all a-round
A   D             Bm  G   A
A-oh, you can see the little ladies in their gowns when you

Interlude: D  C  D  Bb

Eb   Db             Ab  Db  Eb
  Look through any window, yeah, what do you see?
Eb   Db             Ab  Db  Eb
  Smilin' faces all around rushin' through the busy town

Fm   Db  Cm  Fm    Db  Cm  Fm    Db  Cm
  Movin' on their way, movin' on their way, movin' on their way

Outro: Eb  Db  Eb  Db  Fm